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Health care reform: what you need to know

Security Check: HIPAA Compliance
Is your team confident in the office and with outside partnerships?

A

re your practice doctors and staff up to date with HIPAA (Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) security standards? “Understanding HIPAA security is a team event, and it’s
not something that a doctor can take care of by himself or herself,” says
Alistair Jackson, MEd, FAAO, co-author of The Value-Driven Eye Care
Game: A Player’s Survival Guide. “The entire staff should be involved, and
doctors need to delegate responsibilities to empower staff. You can’t afford to have a silo mindset when it comes to HIPAA—everyone has to be
on the same page.” Jackson explains that something as simple as a receptionist having a conversation about a patient at the front desk is a HIPAA
violation. Jackson is now a consultant who has researched the impact of
health care reform on optometry after spending more than a decade selling an electronic health record (EHR) system.
Jackson says that you can meet your security risk assessment requirement for annual HIPAA-awareness training by accessing online resources
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or bringing in an expert to conduct a training for a
few hours. It’s important to understand specific instructions regarding HIPAA compliance. For example, when attesting for meaningful use, he says that
many doctors assume that they are covered and protected as long as they have a certified EHR system.
“A lot of doctors checked everything off that they
satisfied the security requirements for its HIPAA
security risk assessment (SRA), but they missed the
boat,” Jackson says. Simply having the EHR system Alistair Jackson
in place is not an SRA, and there are policies and
practices in place to assess security beyond installation.
Pay close attention to issuing business associate agreements, Jackson
advises. ODs and their practices, as well as managed care clearinghouses,
are classified as covered entities under the security and privacy domain of
HIPAA. However, business associate agreements are required to protect
transfer of information between practices and actual EHR companies, as
well as companies that provide services for patient communication, patient
portal access or even potentially a reporting registry like the one that the
American Optometric Association will launch later this month. Each business associate agreement creates additional potential liability, and practices
should put great consideration into drafting business associate agreements,
as they will stand as protection from liability in a potential data breach. The
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services offers specific guidelines
on what to include in your business associate agreements, such as establishing the permitted and required uses and disclosures of protected health
information by the business associate and requiring any business associates’ subcontractors who will have access to protected health information
agree to the same restrictions and conditions.
“Every health care provider, big or small, needs to be concerned
about managing the potential for a data breach,” Jackson says. “Once you
have put your patients’ information at risk, no one wants to deal with
you.” Consider the necessity of each business associate agreement, and
decide if it’s worth the extra liability to issue and sign the agreement.
Take the time to protect your practice, and do an excellent job by
taking compliance on as a team. You can be compliant and continue
running business as usual. Visit hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/understanding/ for the latest information on HIPAA compliance. N
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IDOC Alliance Leads ODs
to Practice Growth

Focused on Your Future

T

he 2015 Optometric Business Conference hosted by IDOC
drew members and independent ODs to the Foxwoods Resort and Casino in Ledyard, Connecticut, from April 16-19.
The conference theme—Measurement, Analysis, Action: Harnessing
Data for Practice Improvement—focused on helping ODs become
more knowledgeable about their practice metrics as they develop
plans to grow stronger businesses. Industry-leading experts and vendor partners in attendance supported this goal, as ODs were encouraged to collaborate and share success stories and lessons learned.
IDOC Founder and Chairman Mark Feder, OD, addressed attendees with this message during his welcome remarks. “The collective
intelligence and wisdom of everyone at this conference are our greatest resources,” Dr. Feder said.
He elaborated that together
as an alliance, IDOC members can be on the cutting
edge of the profession and
proactive, instead of reactive,
to changes occurring in the
profession. “Talk to each
other, and learn from one
another. We are colleagues, (l-r): IDOC President & CEO Dave
not competitors.” Dr. Feder Brown with Chairman & Founder Dr.
Mark Feder and CFO Oliver Spandow
also welcomed and introduced CEO and President Dave Brown and CFO Oliver Spandow.
Reflecting its dedication to ensuring the long-term success of
independent optometry through the unifying force of the group,
IDOC offered many choices for attendees from a wide range of educational workshops, many offering CE credit, that can help ODs and
staff manage practices more effectively. The keynote speaker Bruce
Kasanoff, a ghostwriter and speaker for many popular entrepreneurs and business professionals, focused on how businesses often
suffer when they
fail to grow.
Optometric Boot
Camp, an all-day
session held on
Saturday, helped
ODs and staff
gain confidence
as they better
Conference attendees enjoyed the beautiful weather understand and
at the Welcome Cocktail Reception.
implement ICD10 codes, improve billing and medical record compliance and maximize office productivity.
Attendees learned more about the new membership program
launched this year, IDOC Select. Highlighted in many sessions over
the weekend, the IDOC Select program offers a strategy for practice
growth in addition to special savings and helps doctors measure their
data, understand what it means and take action for making changes.
IDOC Select includes installation of The EDGE™ software from
Gateway Professional Network and consulting with IDOC Business
Consultants who help interpret the data. Each component of the
program was specifically designed to help independent ODs measure,
collaborate and save to grow their practices. Read more about IDOC
Select in the cover story in this issue and visit idocselect.com. N
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s business owners, you have the autonomy to
make changes in your own practice that will
lead to improved growth—and positively impact
revenue, staff engagement and patient loyalty.
Growth is critical, as it not only fuels profits, but
also helps sustain the unpredictable fluctuations
in our industry.
Many members learned firsthand at our
Optometric Business Conference how IDOC
Select employs metrics and consulting to help
Dr. Mark Feder
identify areas of opportunity in their practice,
and make the types of changes that lead to
performance improvement and growth. Members
were able to visit the IDOC Select Experience
Room where they viewed demonstrations and
spoke to IDOC Business Consultants about all of
the benefits of the program. We were pleased that
so many members signed up for IDOC Select at
the conference and are confident they will soon
see the value of the metrics, consulting and
Dave Brown
enhanced savings it provides.
We were delighted to host 10 students from
the New England College of Optometry who attended the full-day
Optometric Boot Camp program during the Conference. These future
optometrists were able to interact with our members and faculty during
the day, while gaining invaluable insights into topics such as ICD-10,
HIPAA and billing and coding. One of the most popular sessions at our
conference this year was the Great Game of Business for Optometry.
Dr. Danny Clarke and his office manager, Joely Anderson, discussed
how making small changes in your practice incents your staff to
perform at a higher level. As we are all aware, practice staff are critical
to executing the goals and objectives of the practice. By employing the
tactics from the Great Game of Business for Optometry, staff engages
quickly and positive results follow. IDOC prides itself on offering
unique curriculum, such as these two sessions, that bring value to our
Members and drive results in their practices.
The 2015 IDOC Regional Conferences will be held in Atlanta
on Sept. 26-27 and in New York on Oct. 18. Agenda details and
registration information will be posted soon on the IDOC website. The
2016 Optometric Business Conference will be held in Atlanta from
March 31 - April 3, 2016, at The Loews Hotel. This is where the 2014
Business Conference was held, and following that meeting, many of you
requested that we return to Atlanta and to this great midtown location.
We are delighted to confirm this information.
Lastly, we want to express our appreciation to all of you. As our
members, you have the knowledge, the wherewithal and the motivation
to help us pave the way into the future. You are truly IDOC’s greatest
asset, today and tomorrow, and we could not accomplish what we do
without your support and loyalty. We ask that you stay engaged,
embrace change and help us shape the future of IDOC together.

Mark S. Feder, OD
Chairman & Founder

Dave Brown
President & CEO
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Tap Into Your Potential

Focus on prevention and ocular health, particularly with parents, to reveal new revenue sources

O

n the patient questionnaire, patients at
Norwalk Eye Care are asked to include
the number of hours that they spend
looking at a screen. Jennifer Stewart, OD, says
that some of them are surprised how the numbers add up when they
account for time spent
texting or playing games
in addition to using the
computer. “It’s a great way
for me to start the conversation,” Dr. Stewart says,
and it can really drive the
message home for parents
when they realize their
Dr. Stewart
children on average over
7.5 hours per day, according to a YEAR Kaiser
study, on devices that expose them to blue light.
Dr. Stewart proactively recommends protecting the eyes, often before any symptoms arise,
by recommending BluTech lenses by Eye Solutions Technologies, LLC. As patients spend more
time with technology, she says, “Every patient in
our practice can benefit from one of the BluTech
lenses, either the Indoor or Outdoor. It’s a huge
opportunity to differentiate ourselves.”
Dr. Stewart says that BluTech lenses are
unique because the design includes a unique
ratio of ocular pigment in the lens design and
targets the specific wave length of blue light that
is known to cause visual fatigue. The champagne hue maintains accurate color perception
without distortion, which can be an important
feature for many patients’ careers. It does not
take long for patients to get on board, especially
when they try a pair. Dr. Stewart says that it’s
fun to see the impact that BluTech lenses can
make within seconds. “You see their shoulders
relax, and they feel relief from glare,” she says. “I

have only seen patients do that with this lens.”
It’s an important recommendation for
doctors to make, particularly to parents during
their children’s exam. “Parents don’t always
know about the effect blue light could have on
their children’s eyes, sleep patterns and health
down the road,” Dr. Stewart says. She gives parents a copy of an article that details the recent
rise of children with sleep disorders. “It’s not
about eyes or BluTech lenses, but I give it to
parents so they can understand the effect that
technology has on us.” She explains to them,
“Blue light exposure changes the melatonin
level in the body and can affect sleep patterns,
especially in children.”
Some parents whose children experience
sleep disorders are familiar with this research
and are thankful for a solution she can provide.
“Quite a few patients are already taking mel-

Polarized BluTech Outdoor lenses allow wearers
to experience crisp vision.

atonin for their sleep disorder, and I can tell
those parents, ‘Here is something else we can
do. Let’s try these glasses for any time using a
screen, especially at night.” She prescribed a pair
of BluTech lenses for a friend’s child who has
been diagnosed with mild autism, and the child
has told Dr. Stewart that the glasses make it
easier for him to focus when reading and on the
computer and that they have helped with headaches. “He now has four pairs and wears them

2015 Annual Conference

(l-r): IDOC Member Dr. Lori Heyler and Kristina
Mastovich, receptionist and insurance billing specialist, of West Boylston, Massachusetts

IDOC Members Dr. Jose Payan and his wife and
practice partner Dr. Loraine Payan of Cypress,
Texas
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all the time, and
they take away
some of the glare
and stimulation,”
she says.
Parents who
were unaware
of the potential
damage often
become Dr.
Stewart’s biggest
cheerleaders. “A BluTech lenses target blue
family will come light to offer relief from glare
and visual fatigue.
in because they
heard someone talking about this at the PTA
meeting or a soccer game, and it snowballs from
that one parent, and you gain the whole group
and all of those new patients, as well.”
Dr. Stewart has also increased optical sales
among a group of patients who may have never
purchased eyewear. Adults and children who
do not need vision correction can browse the
selection of BluTech plano glasses in a variety of
styles in the optical. “Many parents ask me, ‘My
kids don’t wear glasses, but can they still use
this?’ I think everyone should be wearing these
lenses, and we have them right up front, premade and they can take them home today,” Dr.
Stewart says. “They don’t have to wait or think
about it, and the price point is very attractive for
the protection it provides.” Dr. Stewart also recommends the BluTech plano package for contact lens wearers to use while on the computer.
The BluTech Outdoor polarized lenses
have been a hit among many patients, particularly those who are boaters, who have difficulty reading their GPS on their phones while
wearing traditional polarized sunglasses. “The
BluTech Outdoor lenses have made an impact
with these patients, and they can leave their
eyeglasses on for the protection from blue light
while they are outdoors and still have the crisp
vision of polarized lenses and no distortion.”
Dr. Stewart says that while she often refers
to the BluTech lenses for technology glasses,
the benefits really extend beyond screen time.
Even her oldest patients, who may never use a
smartphone or a computer, will find that BluTech lenses can help with visual acuity at day
and night and experience improved contrast
such as when they are reading a book. “I tell
these patients, ‘If you walk around and use your
eyes, you can benefit from these eyeglasses even
if you are not using a computer.’” Email info@
blutechlenses.com for more information on
bringing BluTech lenses into your practice. N

Expand Your Optical Wardrobe

C

hristine Blick, OD, says that she always
considered color contact lenses to be a
way for her patients to express themselves or their mood when they get ready in
the morning. “Like a pair of bright
color shoes or a bag, color contact
lenses let patients kick their look up a
notch,” she says. However, for some
time, Dr. Blick says that she presented
the option to patients at Envision
Eyecare in Celebration, Florida, as
one for special occasions. “On your
marathon days, you take out your
tennis shoes and put away the high
Dr. Blick
heels,” Dr. Blick told her patients.
“The drawback of older-technology color
contact lenses was that some of her patients
experienced lens awareness.”
Dr. Blick says that the release of the AIR
OPTIX® COLORS silicone hydrogel contact
lenses, now also available in plus powers,
changed the game, giving her a high-Dk
product that she can recommend for full-time

contact lens wear, as well. “It’s nice for a wide
variety of age groups,” she says, and the team
at Envision Eyecare works together to ensure
that all candidates know about the option.
Staff members can plant the seed
during pretesting, and those who
wear AIR OPTIX COLORS contact
lenses themselves can talk about their
experiences.
AIR OPTIX COLORS contact lenses
gives patients the chance to try different looks. “Millenials are trying to
make a fashion statement, and contact lenses are a unique way to show
self-expression,” Dr. Blick says.
Keep the color selection process under
control, she advises. Ask patients if they would
like a subtle or bold change, then make two
complementary color suggestions. Encourage
patients to purchase more than one color.
“You have more than one pair of shoes. What
contact lenses will you pick from your optical
closet?” Dr. Blick asks patients.

Supply the Demand

M

ichael Zucker, OD, says that he’s
not surprised that the campaign for
the AIR OPTIX® COLORS contact
lenses on social media and TV is drawing
patients into his practice. “A lot of patients
come in and ask for what they saw online,”
he says. The advertisements direct patients
into optometrists’ offices. Dr. Zucker says
that he’s happy to accommodate. “These
contact lenses are comfortable and affordable for my patients,” Dr. Zucker says. Now
that they’re also available in plus powers,
it means he can accommodate even more
patients.
There has long been interest in the option in his Tucson, Arizona, practice that Dr.
Zucker opened 25 years ago, after serving in
the U.S. Air Force. Even years ago, many pa-

It’s also easy to transition patients who
are already wearing a contact lens from the
AIR OPTIX® AQUA family of contact lenses.
When prescribing AIR OPTIX COLORS
breathable* contact lenses, no refit is required
for AIR OPTIX AQUA contact lens wearers1,
which can save you chair time. “I’ve dual-prescribed for a long time, but this makes
it much more streamlined and fun, and patients are excited about it. Recommending
color contact lenses increases my patient
satisfaction and practice profitability, and it
creates a great atmosphere in the office that is
never boring.” N
*Dk/t = 138 @ -3.00D. Other factors may impact
eye health.
1
Alcon data on file, 2013.

OD captures interest in color contact lenses from marketing campaign

tients wanted “not just the blue lenses
but also the greens and all the colors
they had at the time,” Dr. Zucker says.
AIR OPTIX COLORS contact
lens consumer advertising has reignited interest in his practice among
male and female patients. Dr. Zucker
says that he likes that AIR OPTIX
COLORS breathable* color contact
lenses have the highest oxygen transDr. Zucker
missibility of any color contact lens.1
“Patients can choose when to add some color
into their wearing schedules,” he says, if they
prefer the option for part-time wear.
Dr. Zucker encourages his colleagues
to offer patients a natural color change by
using AIR OPTIX COLORS contact lenses.
“Color contact lenses go hand-in-hand with

people enhancing the way they look
with fashion,” Dr. Zucker says. “The
more the product is on TV, the more
doctors need to engage in the conversation and process, or patients
are going to go somewhere else.” Dr.
Zucker’s Alcon representative trains
the office staff and keeps the office
stocked with the appropriate branding materials and trial lenses so that
Dr. Zucker can accommodate his patients’ prescriptions and color preferences on
the day of their exam. N
*Dk/t = 138 @ -3.00D. Other factors may impact
eye health.
1
Based on the ratio of lens oxygen transmissibilities; Alcon data on file, 2013.

Important information for AIR OPTIX® AQUA (lotrafilcon B) contact lenses: For daily wear or extended wear up to 6 nights for near/farsightedness. Risk of serious eye
problems (i.e., corneal ulcer) is greater for extended wear. In rare cases, loss of vision may result. Side effects like discomfort, mild burning or stinging may occur.
Important information for AIR OPTIX® COLORS (lotrafilcon B) contact lenses: For daily wear only for near/farsightedness. Contact lenses, even if worn for cosmetic reasons,
are prescription medical devices that must only be worn under the prescription, direction, and supervision of an eye care professional. Serious eye health problems may occur as a result
of sharing contact lenses. Although rare, serious eye problems can develop while wearing contact lenses. Side effects like discomfort, mild burning, or stinging may occur. To help avoid
these problems, patients must follow the wear and replacement schedule and the lens care instructions provided by their eye doctor.
See product instructions for complete wear, care and safety information.

Sponsored by Alcon
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Taking Your Practice
to the Next Level

A

ness allowing them to take control over their
s IDOC Member Paul Pascarella,
tracks sales activity, monitors vision plan
revenue, profits and growth.
OD, of Newtown, Pennsylvania, says,
profits and measures staff performance in the
“You can’t be an expert at everything,
optical profit center, which Russell adds can
F Measure and
I needed someone to help me evaluate the
be the best place to start making changes to
grow. Take a step
strengths and weaknesses of the practice and
see results quickly. The EDGE software and
back, and switch gears
guide us to gauge our growth.” IDOC now
installation fees are included in IDOC Select
to look at your busihas a solution to help members, like Dr. Pasmembership.
ness as its CEO. What
IDOC Member Director, Steve Silberberg,
carella, with the introduction of its new Memdoes that big
bership option, IDOC
OD, of Matawan, New Jersey, saw the
picture look
Select. “IDOC Select is
value of The EDGE immediately after
like? “IDOC
a new way to look at an
his first consultation with his IDOC
Select shows doctors where they can
alliance where doctors
Select consultant. The EDGE initially
maximize their revenue per patient
don’t just rely on it for
revealed a higher number than he
and find areas of opportunity for
savings but also for susexpected of patients reusing their old
growth,” Russell says. “Doctors may
taining independence,”
frames and of vision care patients
think they are maximizing, but they
says IDOC Select Direcspending only what their plans proneed to know.”
tor Amy Russell, who
vided as an allowance. Additionally,
Jay Binkowitz, president and
brings years of consulting
the products that his optical staff
Dr. Silberberg
Dr. Pascarella
CEO of GPN, asked attendees of the
experience working with
thought were the hottest sellers were
2015 Optometric Business Conference how
health care providers and business owners to
not doing as well as thought. “We are peeling
well they know their practices and if they
maximize profitability through similar proback the layers because we never had our optiunderstood how each decision they
grams to IDOC Select.
cians record who was selling what or keeping
make impacts the business. “The key
The IDOC Select program offers
track of technicians and their presentation of
to long-term success is when you
a unique combination of benefits:
special testing fees,” Dr Silberberg says.
learn how to grow the top line and do
measurement and management of
it every year,” Binkowitz said. “You
F Collaborate
practice metrics that are organized
need to know more about your pracwith The EDGE™ software from Gateand grow. “Sometices. You need to know where your
way Professional Network (GPN™)
times, even if you
money is coming from to make deciand monthly consulting sessions to
have access to insions and grow profitably. You canidentify business growth opportuformation, it can be
not fix a problem if you don’t know it
nities. The program is supported by
difficult to figure out
exists.” When The EDGE software is
industry-leading vendor companies
how to properly use it.
Amy Russell
interfaced with practice management
that ask for a volume commitment
IDOC Select consultants
systems, it provides business owners with a
in exchange for their support. Each part of
give members the support they need to utilize
dashboard and reports of information, giving
the program was specifically designed to help
The EDGE effectively,” Russell says. Monthly
a bird’s eye view of the business. The EDGE
practice owners gain insight into their busiconversations with an IDOC Select business
consultant clarify what the numbers mean.
“We’re identifying strengths and helping in
areas where doctors feel they need additional
strategies for success.” Find out how your
capture rate measures up or how to consisuring an IDOC Select session at the 2015 Optometric Business Conference,
tently recommend annual supplies of contact
IDOC founder and chairman Mark Feder, OD, encouraged the audience to tap
lenses to increase revenue. Is your optical
into their IDOC memberships beyond just the networking and savings it provides.
staff following up on your lifestyle-based
“You cannot save your way to success,” he said. IDOC Select continues to provide
recommendations for multiple-pair eyewear
industry-leading rebates—some better than ever before—while also guiding memsales? Is your plan for follow-up care consisbers down a path for growth. Dr. Feder said that IDOC is also committed to helping
tent, and are you utilizing your practice techits members grow annually by 10 percent to sustain and growth their independent
nology and instrumentation to provide more
practices.
medical care?
“With IDOC Select, I have someone I
Sample Practice Revenue = $800,000
can talk to and discuss the numbers and the
Save 10 percent (of cost-of-goods, 30% of $800,000 = $240,000) = Save $24,000
direction that I should be going,” Dr. PasGrow 10 percent (of practice revenue) = Earn an additional $65,000
carella says. And as he learns more about the
business, so will his optical manager and staff.
“I want to incentivize my staff and get them

Savings vs. Growth

D
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“IDOC Select shows doctors where they can maximize
their revenue per patient and find areas of opportunity for
growth. Doctors may think they are maximizing, but they
need to know.” —Amy Russell, IDOC Select Director
involved,” he says. “It’s easy for them to see
the money that comes in, but they don’t really
know what goes out.” Together as a team, they
will be able to move full-speed towards making change and growing the business.
F Save and
grow. While the main
benefit of IDOC
Select is practice
growth, it fosters
opportunities to save,
keeping cost of goods
down and allowing doctors
to reinvest the money in the business and create staff incentives. Russell and IDOC Select
business consultants work with doctors to ensure that they are taking advantage of the best
rebates available and staying on track with
commitments to vendor products. “Our vendors believe in this program and have eagerly
teamed up with us to make this opportunity
available to our members,” Russell says.
Stop Sitting on the Numbers
Dr. Pascarella admits that he was slow
to get started with using The EDGE software
once he had it installed in his practice even
though he knew it offered great potential for
his business, particularly his optical. “I’m
fortunate to have a great optical manager
with a lot of experience, but I want to have an
understanding of what goes into maintaining
an optical,” he says. So while he reviewed the
numbers, he says he didn’t know how to best
use them to formulate an action plan. IDOC
had introduced Dr. Pascarella to The EDGE,
and he decided to sign up for IDOC Select to
let his new consultant to help lead the way.
The EDGE generates a wealth of important data and countless ways to break down the
numbers, so it can be difficult to interpret the
data and develop an action plan. Some of Dr.
Pascarella’s preliminary goals include evaluating the most popular price points of frame
sales, as well as the profit margin, cost of
goods and turnover related to specific frame
products and brands.
Dr. Pascarella says that the additional
rebates were a bonus for him—many of the
products that fall under the vendor commitments already align with his efforts to recommend and prescribe the best products for
his patients—but he sees the greatest value in
understanding his data and how the practice

works. “The EDGE gives you the numbers to
look at to make decisions, and IDOC Select
helps us better manage the growth of the practice,” Dr. Pascarella says. “I think IDOC Select
is a great value. I’m paying less for my IDOC
membership and getting more, and I’m happy
for the opportunity.”
Peel Back the Layers
Dr. Silberberg says that he thought he
and his practice management team knew
everything they could know about his independent practice, An Eye to the Future. “You
can think you are doing great on a day-to-day
basis, but you don’t really know until you get
into the metrics,” he says. He was drawn to
the IDOC Select membership program, which
included The EDGE software at no additional
charge, to help him uncover the areas where
he could improve. His consultant delivered on
that promise in their first conversations after
bringing in software.
IDOC Select is helping to eliminate the
guesswork, and The EDGE software will help
him track and analyze individual employee
performance. It was a great bonus to receive
this system for free through the IDOC Select
program. “As the data continues to come
through, we will start to see trends,” he says.
Dr. Silberberg has already been working with his staff to address issues,
focusing on presentation and
scripting conversations so
that everyone is consistent. Insurance patients should be told
that their allowance
is an additional
savings to any pair
of eyeglasses that
they want, and
opticians have
been instructed
never to offer
reusing an old pair
of frames. Patients
are responding
positively to recommendations made to
enhance their lives.
He says that he looks
forward to digging deeper
in to the numbers, analyzing
contact lens usage and doctor
needs-based, prescribing habits
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being followed through in the optical
for multiple-pair sales. “It’s a win-win
because doctors will have a better handle
of their businesses and patients will get more
specific recommendations for what they need.”
Dr. Silberberg says he spent time assessing the
vendor obligations before signing up to be sure
that the change was right for him. “These are
great, profitable products at a great price for patients,” he says. “As we support these vendors,
they are supporting our alliance. I think offering IDOC Select is the best thing that IDOC has
done, and everyone can benefit from it.”
The opportunity awaits if you are ready
to make the commitment to evolve your
practice to the next level and reach its fullest
potential, IDOC founder and chairman Mark
Feder, OD, said to 2015 Optometric Business Conference attendees. Change is seldom
easy, but IDOC Select members and practices
working with consultants can achieve success.
“IDOC Select will offer the answers to implementation and a path to growth for the future
of your practice,” Dr. Feder said.
The introductory price of $99/month
for the IDOC Select membership program is
available for a limited time. For more information on how IDOC Select or to start your
IDOC Select membership, visit idocselect.com
or email Arussell@idoc.net. N
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Enlist an Expert to Help Your Team

N

eil Draisin, OD, FCOVD, says that
has called in an expert for specific
guidance several times during his 44
years practicing in Charleston, South
Carolina. “I have no problem asking a
consultant, ‘What can you do to make
our practice better?’” Dr. Draisin says.
“I’ve always been involved in the business of the practice, but there’s no way
to have your eyes on all areas at once.”
When he heard Jay Binkowitz,
president and CEO of Gateway Professional Network (GPN™), speak a
Dr. Draisin
few years ago, Dr. Draisin and his
practice partner Jennifer Zolman, OD, saw an
opportunity to improve their optical sales. The
initial GPN audit revealed differences between
the doctor and staff perception and reality,
particularly with their progressive lenses that
were costing the practice more than expected
and priced at a lower dollar amount that kept
the practice from making a profit. “It’s very
eye-opening to find out where you stand,” he

says. “You can get information piecemeal from
different places, but The EDGE™ and Jay’s team
put it all together in a way that allowed us to
develop a strategy for progress.”
That consultation solidified the
decision to integrate The EDGE software and to work with the GPN EXPERTeam. One year later, Dr. Draisin
and Dr. Zolman have realized an
additional $45,000 in optical sales and
a reduction in cost of goods by the
same amount. Revenue increased by
implementing GPN bundling strategies, and cost of goods were down
from consistently purchasing the right lenses
at the right price. They continue working with
their GPN Success Coach each month. “It’s
made us a lot more effective and efficient,” Dr.
Draisin says. Recently, they analyzed frame
sales in relation to markups and profits, and
they have conducted similar studies on contact lenses and ophthalmic lenses.
Data is shared with the team at weekly

meetings, where they discuss GPN strategies
related to practice benchmarks and role-play
patient conversations. GPN developed an employee bonus system to drive staff productivity
through their exclusive performance management, web-based solution, VHR-Advisor. Staff
members earn their share of the bonus bank
each month if they reach their goals related
to ten key accountabilities, such as tracking
efficiency through pretesting and selling
multiple pairs of eyeglasses. Dr. Draisin and
Dr. Zolman can quickly address performance
per staff member and their sales habits with
The EDGE, which is connected to his practice
management system.
The practice reached its 2014 goal to
increase all sales by 10 percent, and the same
goal is established for 2015. “We don’t make
a move in the optical before talking to Jay
first. The EDGE is just the tip of the iceberg,
and the management service has helped us so
immensely and continues to guide us going
forward.” N

Take Control of Your Business

Electronic health record software helps practice manage data, attest for meaningful use and more

P

ractice partner Tracy Sheedy, OD, remembers the first electhe phone and someone was always there to help,” she says.
tronic health records (EHR) software at Dutchess OptomeLost charts are a thing of the past, transcription errors
try. The practice, which is more than a century old, had been
have decreased due to messy handwriting and the freedom she
experiences with a cloud-based system continues to be a strong
using the EHR component of its practice management software.
advantage, as she moves between offices or works from home.
However, “it was cumbersome, and it wasn’t user-friendly,” Dr.
Sheedy recalls, so she started analyzing other options.
“I liked the idea of taking the pressure off of us constantly monHer research led her to RevolutionEHR, which offered the
itoring a server,” Dr. Sheedy says. She regularly pulls reports to
benefits of a cloud-based EHR for the two offices in Red Hook and
track sales per day and per doctor, focusing on specific brands
Poughkeepsie, New York. The system preferences are easy to cusand trends. Dr. Sheedy keeps practice financials private but can
tomize and felt familiar to Dr. Sheedy, who says that the function- Dr. Sheedy
grant inventory access for specific staff members, who previously waited to receive this data from vendor reps.
ality reminds her of working on her iPad. She tested the system at
Vision Expo and consulted with RevolutionEHR to prepare for the transiThe practice has integrated some of their equipment with Revolution after deciding to go forward. The office team watched training videos
tionEHR, allowing Dr. Sheedy to add fundus and OCT images directly
and participated in live webinars together. “If we got stuck, we picked up
into patient files. Also, integrating the practice’s Solutionreach patient
communication system has simplified the tedious recall process. Postage
costs are lower and staff saves time, too.
Dr. Sheedy says an unexpected added bonus is the level of sup2015 Annual Conference
port they have received from RevolutionEHR through the meaningful
use process, as they have finished stage 2 and work on stage 3. There’s
on-screen support, so Dr. Sheedy can keep her regular routine seeing
IDOC Member
patients, and she can quickly generate reports to track progress. Dr.
Director Dr. Steve
Sheedy and her staff reference RevolutionEHR online video resources
Silberberg and his
and participate in a meaningful use group led by RevolutionEHR advisor
wife Nina, who also
Dr. Brett Paepke on Facebook. “I can’t imagine doing meaningful use
serves as bookkeeper,
chief insurance adminwithout it,” she says.
istrator and contact
Efficiency continues to improve and regular updates make Revolulens supervisor, of
tionEHR even easier to use, Dr. Sheedy says. As the company rolls out a
Matawan, New Jersey
program in preparation for ICD-10 coding, Dr. Sheedy adds that she’s
thankful that “RevolutionEHR is always a step ahead.”. N
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Education Launches Success in Optical
The ripple effect starts with doctors who educate their staff
allowing patients to make more informed decisions

A

leksandra Wianecka, OD, is always
discovered that some of her team did not have
looking for ways to advance her career
a clear understanding of polarization. “You
and business. While her original vision
take it for granted that they know, and patients
out of optometry school
are asking the question,” Dr. Wianecka says.
was to join a private prac“Education is the key, and if we can educate the
tice and become a partner,
patient and they can make an educated decishe decided to cold-start
sion, that raises our revenue as well.”
Since attending these sessions, Dr. Wiher own practice when
Luxottica’s Lux Academy Education Lab
the opportunity presented
anecka has also concentrated on selling more
Dr. Wianecka says that she has a deeper
itself. Three years ago,
second pairs of eyeglasses with specific prescripappreciation for the craftsmanship and quality
she outgrew her space, so
tions for careers, hobbies or ocular protection,
that she has always appreciated, and she shares
she purchased another
such as sunglasses. “When we present the lifewhat she has learned with patients when talking
practice, combining the
style pairs and sunglasses, most patients chose to
Dr. Wia ecka
with them about the many Luxottica
businesses and
brands she has carried in her practice
moving into the new office in Babylon,
for several years. “It’s not a secret that
New York. As her practice was rapidly
Ray Ban is the top-selling line in our
growing, Dr. Wianecka anticipated the
office,” she says. It appeals to all ages,
need to bring on an additional doctor
men and women, and the brand recogand welcomed Cheryl Murphy, OD,
uxottica has many different training offerings availnition is tremendous. To keep up with
to the office. Dr. Wianecka decided it
able to bring to your office. Some of these training
the demand of her most popular styles,
would be a wise business opportunity
programs include:
Dr. Wianecka orders extra product
to attend Luxottica’s Lux Academy
F From Design to Production
so that she immediately can replace
Education Lab to gain new insight for
F The Art of Retailing
what has been sold. “You can sell more
her practice when she learned that
F 2XRX: Doubling the Optical Opportunity
with better board management,” she
Luxottica was offering educational
F A Focus on Kid’s Eyewear (also available for
explains. “There is no lag time, and you
training at their booth at upcoming
FREE ABO credit, visit 2020mag.com/ce)
aren’t waiting a day or two to receive
Vision Expo East. “I thought it could
F Premium Sun Selling (also available for FREE
it. There’s no reason that your patients
benefit me as an eye doctor because
ABO credit, visit 2020mag.com/ce)
can’t have it.”
I don’t have a lot of sales or optical
For more information on these course and adDr. Wianecka says that learning
experience,” Dr. Wianecka says. “I reditional trainings Luxottica can present to your staff,
more about her optical was time wellalized I’m missing out on revenue, and
please reach out to your District Sales Manager. N
spent. “Luxottica supports us and our
patients were leaving because we were
education, and in turn, I will educate
not presenting them with the right mamy clients so that they understand why
terials or frames.”
they should be in one of these frames,” she
Dr. Wianecka attended 2XRX, Doubling
buy them.” In addition, Dr. Wianecka attended
says. “Luxottica did a fantastic job creating the
your Optical, as well as several other sessions
a course on children’s vision which encouraged
lecture for independent providers and ODs like
hosted by LuxAcademy at its Vision Expo
her and the staff to engage parents during chilme who want to increase their sales and drive
Booth. She says that the information was so
dren’s visits and to make sure that the entire
their revenue in a competitive market.” N
valuable that she immediately brought it back
family has been scheduled for eye exams.
to discuss with her staff, and she plans to bring
them to future educational sessions so they can
participate. (Luxottica can also bring training
2015 Annual Conference
right to your office. Read more in sidebar.) One
course detailed the process of frame design to
production. “Luxottica described what it takes to
make a frame and the quality control measures
that make the product such a good quality,” she
says. Now when patients comment that they can
get a pair of glasses for half the price at a discount warehouse, Dr. Wianecka or the staff can
explain that you get what you pay for in terms
of quality. “This is a really stylish frame that you
can have for a long time,” she tells them.
When reviewing the lessons learned from
ODs participated in roundtable discussions on
Conference attendees shared lessons learned with
IDOC Select and benchmarking strategies.
Vision Expo East with her staff, Dr. Wianecka
colleagues at the conference.

Learn with Your Staff
Without Leaving Your Office

L
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Prescribe the Experience
of a Fresh Lens Everyday
One-day contact lenses benefit patients’ ocular health
and practice profitability

B

Technology™, Proclear 1 day contact lenses
efore buying his established private
stay 96 percent hydrated throughout 12 hours
practice four years ago, Andrew Neuof wear, and they maintain oxygen flow to
kirch, OD, practiced in a corporate-af“My patients find that these
keep eyes healthy. “Proclear 1 day contact
filiated office in a low-income area, where he
contact lenses are more
lenses are the most profitable soft lens in my
didn’t think one-day contact lenses would be
whole practice with pricing through IDOC
accepted by or affordable
comfortable, even when
and other rebate programs,” Dr. Neukirch
for his patient base. Yet,
says.
he delved deeper into
they didn’t have comfort
The clariti 1 day contact lenses are a close
the benefits during consecond choice that Dr. Neukirch says has been
versations with his colissues before.”—Dr. Neukirch
a great match for patients who have experileagues and contact lens
enced comfort or dryness issues in other conrepresentatives, and he
tact lens products. Dr. Neukirch says that he
became not only a strong
appreciates the UV protection and the silicone
advocate for one-day
lenses are more comfortable, even when they
hydrogel material in the clariti line of contact
contact lenses but also
didn’t have comfort issues before,” he says.
Dr. Neukirch
lenses, and he can offer this added protection
a one-day contact lens
Don’t overlook contact lens dropouts
and comfortable material at a competitive price
wearer himself. “When I heard the pitch, it
either. “We have been having a lot of success
to patients and greater profit to the practice.
caused a big flip,” Dr. Neukirch says. His perwith clariti 1 day toric and multifocal contact
Dr. Neukirch doesn’t wait for patients to
centage of one-day contact lens wearers was
lenses, particularly with patients who used to
complain about their older contact lens techonly 8 percent when he joined his practice in
wear contact lenses but don’t anymore,” Dr.
nology or products with longer replacement
2011 and has since skyrocketed to more than
Neukirch says, and he can tailor his conversaschedules. “It’s a bit of a wow factor when I put
65 percent today.
tion to address any former issues noted in his
them in a one-day lens in the exam room,” Dr.
His successful track record keeps him
electronic medical records.
Neukirch says. Patients realize that they can
focused on recommending this replacement
Some patients, such as presbyopes
have that fresh, new contact lens experience
schedule. “In my practice, I have yet to see
who are just getting back in to contact lens
every day. “My patients find that these contact
a single contact lens-related complication,
wear, are not interested in full-time wear or
like a corneal ulcer or
an annual supply. “I
contact lens-induced
sometimes refer to oneedema, with any of my
day contact lenses as
one-day contact lens
wedding lenses or for
wearers,” Dr. Neukirch
special occasions,” Dr.
nce Dr. Andrew Neukirch has fit his patients in a one-day contact lens successsays. “That’s good for the
Neukirch says. “You
fully, he wants them to go home with an annual supply that day. “The first thing
patient and good for the
might not sell the year’s
you should do when selling the one-day contact lenses and annual supplies is stock
practice.” CooperVision
supply to these patients,
them,” Dr. Neukirch says. “Convenience trumps absolutely everything, and the paoffers a full range of pabut they will go for the
tient is less likely to walk away with the prescription if you have the boxes right there.”
rameters and products,
30- or 90- pack.” That’s
It’s not a giant investment, but a practice does need to designate space for the product
and its one-day contact
often an additional sale
and to commit to a specific brand. Dr. Neukirch stocks a wide range of prescriptions
lenses have become Dr.
to the eyeglasses they
of spherical lenses from Proclear® 1 day contact lenses and recently made space for
Neukirch’s go-to prodhad planned to purclariti® 1 day contact lenses, too. He’s happy to give his business to CooperVision,
ucts. Both the Proclear®
chase anyway as well as
a company that supports his practice, IDOC and his local study group meetings as
1 day and clariti® 1 day
a healthy fitting fee.
a Member Director. With bulk orders of CooperVision products, he keeps his cost
lines offer a spherical
Dr. Neukirch
down while still providing patients an affordable product is profitable for the practice.
and multifocal option, as
says that patients have
Dr. Neukirch and his staff take an assumptive approach for annual supplies.
well as clariti® 1 day toric
started coming in,
Patients’ annual supplies are waiting when they arrive at the front desk to
contact lenses.
usually once or twice a
check out. A technician will break down the math, explaining the price and patient
Nearly every new
week, and ask specifisavings with rebates and vision care benefits. An annual supply offers the best value
contact lens wearer is
cally for one-day contact
and per-box price, and with one-day contact lenses, patients can eliminate the cost,
prescribed a one-day
lenses. “We are reaching
approximately $150 a year, of cleaning solutions. Patients almost always accept
contact lens, he says, and
that threshold where
with this presentation. “On average, they are only paying about $100 more a year
his first choice is often
the public knows about
for the convenience of one-day contact lenses.”N
a Proclear 1 day contact
them and they want
lens product. Using PC
them,” he says. N

Inventory for Annual Supply Sales Success
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